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DATAONESOFTWAREANNOUNCES THE COMPLETION OF ITS
RAPID REVIEW SERVICE FOR ADLIS.COM

BOSTON, MA - Feb. 22, 2002 - DataOne Software, a leading car dealership solutions provider,
today announced that it has completed its development work on RapidReviewÂ�for Adlis.com,
a leader in vehicle dent removal. "Thisis yet another example of how DataOnes OneSource
development can create rapid solutions for the dealership industry."said Jock Pereira, chairman
and CEO, DataOne Software.

(PRWEB) March 4, 2002 -- BOSTON, MA - Feb. 22, 2002 - DataOne Software, a leading car dealership
solutions provider, today announced that it has completed its development work on RapidReviewÂ�for
Adlis.com, a leader in vehicle dent removal. "This is yet another example of how DataOnes OneSource
development can create rapid solutions for the dealership industry." said Jock Pereira, chairman and CEO,
DataOne Software.

RapidReview is an Internet service that will allows dealerships and consumers to quickly send digital images of
their vehicles to Adlis.com service technicians. Service personnel can be immediately notified on their Palm
PDA's. This means not only faster response times for clients but a more streamlined process. "Adlis.com now
has the ability to review dings and dents before visiting customer sites. This gives them the ability to pick and
choose between the jobs they cannot do and the ones they can." said Pereira.

ABOUT DATAONESOFTWARE

DataOne Software ignited the online car dealership revolution with a blend of leading edge technology and
personal service. Originally founded in August of 2000 as a consulting firm for online strategy, DataOne has
narrowed its focus to providing data solutions for car dealerships. DataOne Software has since grown to be a
leader in providing dealership solutions with a mission to use the Internet 'to transform the way car companies
do business'. While our customer base and solution offerings have grown considerably since the 'early days', we
still maintain our founding principal to customer satisfaction and the delivery of fresh solutions, rapidly, to any
dealership in the United States.
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Jock Pereira
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NOTE TO EDITORS

For additional information visit DataOne Software's PR website (www.dataonesoftware.com/pr), or call
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DataOne Software's Media Helpline at (603-247-1460).

DataOne, DataOne Software, DataOne Services and the DataOne logo are either registered trademarks or
trademarks of DataOne Software. Other company and product names may be trademarks of their respective
owners.
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Contact Information
Jock Pereira
Dataone Software
http://www.dataonesoftware.com
877-880-4600

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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